ASTRONOMY HIGHLIGHTS IN SPRING 2017

4TH OF MARCH
- MOON OCCULTS THE HYADES

10TH OF MARCH
- MOON NEAR REGULUS

19TH OF MARCH
- VENUS NEAR MERCURY

26TH OF MARCH
- VERY THIN CRESCENT PHASE ON VENUS

1ST OF APRIL
- MINOR PLANET VESTA
- MOON NEAR JUPITER AND SPICA

7TH OF APRIL
- JUPITER IN THE NIGHT SKY
- JUPITER IN OPPOSITION
- GOLDEN HANDLE EFFECT ON MOON

10TH/11ST OF APRIL
- MOON NEAR JUPITER
- MOON OCCULTS ALDEBARAN
- MOON NEAR SATURN
- MOON AT PERIGEE

14TH OF APRIL
- COMET 41P/TUTTLE
- MOON NEAR JUPITER
- VENUS NEAR MERCURY
- MERCURY IN THE EVENING SKY
- VENUS AS MORNING STAR
- SATURN IN THE MORNING SKY
- JUPITER IN THE EVENING SKY
- SATURN IN THE SECOND HALF OF THE NIGHT
- CONJUNCTION OF LEO

21ST OF APRIL
- LYRIDS METEOR SHOWER

25TH OF MAY
- MOON OCCULTS VENUS

28TH OF APRIL
- MOON OCCULTS ALDEBARAN
- VENUS NEAR JUPITER
- ISS IN THE MORNING SKY
- ISS IN THE EVENING SKY

11ST OF MAY
- SHADOW GAMES ON JUPITER

14TH OF MAY
- MOON NEAR SATURN
- ISS IN THE MORNING SKY

20TH OF MAY
- MOON'S MAXIMUM WESTERN LIBRATION
- ISS IN THE MORNING SKY
- ISS IN THE EVENING SKY

22ND OF MAY
- MOON NEAR VENUS